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Background

• Currently: Founder & CEO, KYA 

• An analytics company focused on helping digital media/content creators spend less 
time staring at numbers and more time creating great, engaging content. 

• Before: Founder & CEO, BestTechie

• BestTechie is a digital technology publication which I started in 2003 at the age of 13 
and is in large part the reason why I decided to build KYA.

• I also spent time at NYC social media analytics/listening firm. 



We have a 
problem

A recent survey of digital media professionals found that 
54 percent do not have a common definition of audience 
engagement at their organization.



What we’re 
learning

• Why page views are obsolete. 

• What you should focus on instead of page views.

• How to pick the best metrics to achieve your goals.

• How to act on key metrics to inform content strategy.



Death to the 
page view

• In the ’90s we had “hits” now we have page views.

• The page view should never have become the “universal 
metric.”

• The page view is a vanity metric, not a clarity metric. 

• It has uses cases but not when it comes to understanding 
your audience.



Vanity vs 
Clarity

Vanity metrics are surface-level metrics. They’re often 
large measures, like number of page views, with the 
intention of impressing others. Use them to initiate 
partnerships and gain a following.

Clarity metrics are operational metrics, like the number of 
engaged readers for each piece of content or whether short 
form or long form content is more appealing to your 
audience. These are the hidden gears that drive growth. 
Use them to solidify your competitive advantage.



Where to start?

ENGAGEMENT 

Time spent 

Page scroll depth

CTR (Click through rate) 



Time

• Time spent is a good place to start when measuring engagement. 

• How long was someone on a page? 



Scroll

• Page scroll depth is another good measurement for engagement.

• How far down the page did someone get? 



CTR

• CTR is another good measurement of engagement.

• Did someone click through to another page on your site?



Time + Scroll + 
CTR = 
Engagement

• There is no one “universal” metric anymore. At least, not 
in the traditional sense.

• Engagement as a metric needs to be calculated using 
other metrics.

• The specific metrics that make up engagement may 
vary site to site depending on goals. 

• I think that Time, Scroll, and CTR are a great place to 
start calculating engagement because they encompass 
key audience interactions with your content.



Choosing the right metrics

• Remember: clarity, not vanity.

• Always have your goals in mind.
• Do you want to increase the number of engaged readers?

• Do you want to figure out whether short form or long form content works best?

• Do you want to increase the number of visitors who don’t bounce?

• Identify what metrics would allow you to determine if you reached your goal.
• For example, increased amount of engaged readers would mean higher time on page and 

CTR (aka lower bounce rate). 



Goal: increase engaged readers

• You can approach this a few ways:

• Look at what categories of content have the most engagement.

• You can sort your content by engagement score or number of engaged readers.

• Determine which metrics (time on page, bounce rate, etc) are most important to you 
and filter your content accordingly.

• Look at the most engaging content on your site and identify trends.















Goal: what’s better: short or long form content?

• With KYA, its really easy to figure out with Smart Insights.

• With Google Analytics, it’s doable but requires a few extra steps.



With Google Analytics, here’s what you need to do:

• Document each post’s word count, using a spreadsheet is probably best.

• Group each post into a category: 0-200 words, 200-400 words, 400-600 words, etc.

• Filter Google Analytics by page views (or any other metric, time on page, for example).

• Take the top 25, 50, 100 posts and see where they fall into your spreadsheet.



With KYA, here’s what you need to do:



Automated insights

We need more automated insights. 

• Make utilizing and acting on analytics more accessible. 

• Make it easier to move and respond faster. 

• Both KYA and Google Analytics have started offering automated insights.



Smart Insights answer other big picture questions



Google Analytics 
Intelligence



Interesting data points

• Page Views are highest (3,233,861) between 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM

• Time on Page is highest (1m 32s) between 6:00 PM and 8:00 PM

• Engaged Readers are highest (156,178) between 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM

• Page Views are highest (4,639,246) on Tuesday

• Engaged Readers are highest (221,374) on Tuesday

• Page Views are highest (13,519,487) from referrer domain facebook.com

• Engaged Readers are highest (413,279) from referrer domain google.com



Creating and using custom reports

• Don’t be afraid to create custom reports.

• Custom reports can be extremely useful (and powerful) when it comes 
identifying data trends/insights.











Using gathered insights effectively

• Data is not the devil.

• Develop a content strategy around key insights.

• Continue to experiment and use your gut.



Acting on insights

What we know: 

• Reviews, How To’s, and informative content are the biggest drivers of engaged readers.

• Focus more on content about gadgets and apps.

• In order to optimize for CTR we should publish 5 pieces of content per day. 

• Our returning visitors spend significantly more time with our content. 

• Shorter form content drives more page views (200 to 400 words). 



Acting on insights

Taking action:
• Increase efforts to create content relating to reviews, how to’s, and other informative 

pieces with an emphasis put on gadgets and apps. 

• Revisit older content that performed well and see if it can be updated. 

• Publish 5 pieces of content per day to increase retention (if you can’t, devise a plan to 
get you there). 

• Continue to focus on increasing retention: start newsletters to drive return visits.  

• Remember your content sweet spot: 200 to 400 words. But also experiment. 




